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"Calling my self
Hondred Percent
helps me be focused
on whats real"

Name

Hondred Percent
Status

Active

Origin

Ghana

Hondred Percent stands for truth
and honesty and uses his art to
inspire, entertain and address
social issues.
He is a firm believer in the
power of art to change the
world. He wants to be a role
model for the future generation
to use art to make the world a
better place.

Years

2010 - Present
Genre

Spoken Word, Hip Hop & Rap
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The Adinkra Symbology of Hondred Percent

Akofena

Akoma Ntoaso

symbol of courage, valor, and
heroism

understanding

Funtunfunefu
Denkyemfunefu

Kramo-Bone
warning against hypocrisy and
deception

warning against hypocrisy and
deception

Nsaa
symbol of excellence,
genuineness, authenticity
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Biography

Hondred Percent aka Paul Forjoe jnr is a Ghanaian artist who perfoms Purple
Shitor. This is hot Ghanaian black pepper (shitor) poetry grooving to sobolo
(purple) music. Purple and shitor are both metaphorical representations of his
music and poetry/lyrics. Purple being the colour of sobolo, his favorite drink
which the artist links to his music due to the varieties that exist; shitor, a spicy
condiment that represents his words.
He has been compared to Manifest (Ghana) and Blitz Da Ambassador (Ghana)
by some. He however, taps into the essence of his Ghanaian and African
influences to create unique sound and art. Thus in 2018, he coined the
expression Purple Shitor as the definition of his work.
He burst onto the Ghanaian art scene as a rising spoken word artist and rapper
in 2011 fusing poetry and rap to make Hip Hop music.
Hondred Percent refers to himself as the Poet Rapper and released his debut
Hip-Hop album “WTF?” in June 2017. In 2014 and 2015 triumphed as the
overall winner of the Ehalakasa Slam in which over 40 poets in Ghana
contested.
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While in Form 3 (Grade 9) in the early 90’s, Hondred Percent got introduced to
rap and started writing poetry. It was his varsity days in South Africa that
exposed him to Spoken Word and got him performing.
He came up with the name Hondred Percent in 2010 as a way to distinguish and
motivate himself in his passion on his return to Ghana. He has since performed
at numerous events within Ghana and in recent years travelled to Kenya and
South Africa to perform.
He is inspired by Biggie Smalls, Jay-Z, Missy Elliot, Reggie Rockstone, Worlasi,
Saul Williams, Common, Mos Def, Timbaland, Kanye West and Kevin Hart. He
has also shared stages with Manifest, Ria Bossman, B for Bonah, Bryan the
Mensah, Chief Moomen, Nana Asaase, Kacey Moore, Foster Romanus and
Khemikal.
He is currently working on his next body of work code-named LISX set to be
released in 2019.
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Purple

Shitor

Shitor is a Ghanaian condiment made up of a variety of natural ingredients including fish. It is
black, hot, does not expire (if kept well); and can be used to compliment numerous dishes.
Shitor represents my words, lyrics and poetry. My words are black, Ghanaian, hot and go
with many art forms, poetry and music. It also does not expire.
Purple represents sobolo which is the Ghanaian term for the hibiscus drink bissap. Sobolo is
a purple African drink made from hibiscus and other ingredients such as pineapple, ginger,
cinnamon, sugar, honey etc. It depends on how you like the drink.
So purple represents the flow, harmony and melody of my art. Its a component of music and
represents the African side of me. Purple is not a specific genre of music. It plays with all and
refreshes all who listen with the aim of providing truth.
Together Purple Shitor reflects the creative authenticity that I bring to theglobal art space.
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Festivals
Chalewote Festival 2012 & 2015, (Ghana)
Ehalakasa Festival 2012, 2013 & 2014 (Ghana)

Shows
Slam Africa, (Kenya) 2018
Word N Sound, (South Africa) 2018
Goethe-Abansuro, (Ghana) 2017
Medo Ghana Poetry Slam, (Ghana) 2017
Slam Africa, (Kenya) 2017
Makja, (Kenya) 2017
Spoken Word Night - Sai Wine & Champagne Cafe,
(Ghana) 2017
Drum Roll, (Ghana) 2016
Jive Live, (Ghana) 2014,2015, 2016
Verbal Ink, (Ghana) 2014 & 2015
Big Six Poetry Show, (Ghana) 2015
Ehalakasa Concert, (Ghana) 2015
Alewa, (Ghana) 2011 & 2012
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Social Media

FOLLOW
@HONDREDPERCENT
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WWW.HONDREDPERCENT.COM
hondredpercent@gmail.com

